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Life gets interesting when it gets complicated — and nothing complicates

life so much as society. Flowing through the network of social conventions,

institutions, obligations, and expectations that make civilization possible are

a complex suite of individual motivations, sometimes common and some-

times conflicting, upon which tenuous alliances are formed and broken. We

humans are fascinated by this complexity and drawn naturally to it. Here

gossip seeps through the bedrock of friendship, here the politics draw us

in against our better judgement, here theatre becomes gripping as intrigues

multiply, here Walter Scott’s tangled web demands every iota of our cognitive
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ability to carry out our deceptions while unveiling those of others.1 Society

becomes possible through trust, coordination, and communication; this ma-

trix of trust, coordination, and communication provides countless alcoves in

which deception lurks and threatens to undermine the very social order that

brings it into being.

Biology is no different. Biology gets interesting when simple structures

aggregate and diversify to form larger and more complex units of organi-

zation. Cells bring together once-independent organelles, bodies aggregate

billions of cells, colonies collect together thousands of bodies, and ecosystems

comprise a webwork of competing, cooperating, and co-existing species. The

diversity and complexity of the biological world emerges from these hierar-

chies of social organization — and from the intricate mechanisms required

to keep such from splintering along lines of individual incentive.

Such is the central thesis of the influential 1995 monograph, The Major

Transitions in Evolution [1], which laid out a research program for a gen-

eration of evolutionary biologists. Its authors, John Maynard Smith and

Eors Szathmary, envision the history of life as the story of a series of major

evolutionary innovations and transitions allowing organisms and societies to

increase in complexity and efficiency [2]. Some of these transitions, such as

the shift from unicellularity to multicellularity, or the shift from asociality

to eusociality, facilitated cooperation by aggregating previously independent

agents into ensembles with linked reproductive fates. These transitions al-

lowed the agents to exploit economies of scale, and in particular, gains to spe-

cialization. Other transitions engendered cooperation and trust by changing

the rules of the games without physically aggregating the individuals in-
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volved. In these latter transitions the agents impose upon one another the

strategic incentives which allow them to continue to operate independently,

yet once again facilitate the economies of scale and gains to specialization

that come with cooperation and coordination.

What does this have to do with deception? A great deal. First, to bene-

fit from aggregation or cooperation of the sort discussed above, participants

need ways of coordinating their actions. And for coordination, they need

communication. This opens the door for deception; where one can commu-

nicate, one can manipulate [3]. Somehow the deception problem must be

overcome to move through the major transitions that Maynard Smith and

Szathmary contemplate.

Second, when it comes to cooperation, one of the first things to share is

information. A key insight that Maynard Smith and Szathmary provide is

the idea that most if not all of these transitions increase the scale upon which

organisms and societies can acquire, store, process, and transmit informa-

tion. Innovations, such as the shift from RNA-based to DNA-based genetic

information, or the shift from simple signals to combinatorial representational

language, offer leaps in information technology that allow organisms to better

extract information from their environments and transmit this information to

other individuals. Why is information and information-sharing so important

in generating major evolutionary transitions? Cooperation and sharing are

particularly likely to emerge for information resources rather than physical

goods, because of the unique stoichiometry of information. As Lachmann

and colleagues [4] showed in an elegant model of information acquisition and

exchange, information sharing works differently than the sharing of physi-
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cal resources. A quotation commonly attributed to George Bernard Shaw

summarizes the underlying concept that drives their model:

If you have an apple and I have an apple and we exchange apples

then you and I will still each have one apple. But if you have an

idea and I have an idea and we exchange these ideas, each of us

will have two ideas.”

—George Bernard Shaw

Those readers whose political inclinations leave them skeptical of sermons on

sharing delivered by celebrated socialists may consider Thomas Jefferson to

be a more reputable source:

He who receives an idea from me, receives instruction himself

without lessening mine; as he who lights his taper at mine, re-

ceives light without darkening me. That ideas should freely spread

from one to another over the globe, for the moral and mutual in-

struction of man, and improvement of his condition, seems to have

been peculiarly and benevolently designed by nature, when she

made them, like fire , expansible over all space, without lessening

their density in any point.

—Thomas Jefferson, 18132

Whatever one’s leanings, there is clearly a highly favorable stoichiometry

for sharing information. But where receiving shared information can be ben-

eficial, it can be a dangerous proposition as well. Signalers have the means
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to effect changes in the behavior of those to whom they signal. Where the

interests of signaller and signal receiver diverge, there exist both incentives

and opportunity for manipulation by sending misleading information. De-

ception is the major obstacle to information sharing. And the living world is

rife with deception. From the lure that an anglerfish uses to attract prey [5]

to the false alarm that a flycatcher raises to dissuade competitors [6], from

bluegill sunfish males that sneak matings by masquerading as females [7] to

the mimic octopus that can imitate a wide range of poisonous creatures and

other underwater objects [8], from the false mating signals of carnivorous fire-

flies [9] to the sham regenerated claw of a fiddler crab [10], from the chemical

mimicry that caterpillars use to invade the nest chambers of ants [11] to the

bluffing threats of a molting stomatopod [12], organisms deceive one another

in every imaginable way in order to attain every conceivable advantage.

So this creates a puzzle. On one hand, communication provides organisms

with the means to deceive, and indeed deception is common in animal signals.

On the other hand, for animal communication systems to evolve, they have to

be beneficial — and thus presumably somewhat honest — on average. After

all, if they were not beneficial, the intended signal receivers would evolve to

ignore them. And if signal receivers ignored these messages, they would be

useless, and signallers would eventually evolve not to send them. Maynard

Smith and Harper put this in game-theoretic terms: “it is not evolutionarily

stable for the receiver to alter its behaviour [in response to a signal] unless,

on average, the signal carries information of value to it.” [13]. This insight

can be formalized within game theory using the concept of information value

[14].
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To resolve this puzzle, let us explore the ways in which living organisms

deal with all of this deception. In order to do so clearly, we will distinguish

between two different forms of deception that organisms must deter or detect.

1. Deception by society members. The “legitimate participants” in

a social interaction or signaling situation have different interests from

one another, and thus have incentives to manipulate one another by

deception3 .

2. Subversion by rogue outsiders. The legitimate participants in a

social interaction or signalling system have coincident interests, but

“rogue outsiders” may attempt to parasitize the systems by subterfuge.

We might see the former type of deception in animal (or human!) courtship.

For example, when a suitor displays to a potential mate, both are legiti-

mate participants in the interaction, but the suitor has an incentive to over-

represent his or her quality in an effort to impress. We might see the latter

type of deception when a caterpillar mimics the hydrocarbon signals that ants

use for nest-mate recognition, in order to gain access to the brood chambers

and a ready meal of ant larvae. We will explore further examples of both

types in the subsequent sections.

Before we do that, we can draw out the comparison by taking a slight

detour to consider a recent human institution. The internet auction site eBay

has been remarkable successful at extending the scope of small-scale interper-

sonal commerce from local to global. As eBay draws upon explicitly in their

business model, this requires the creation of trust within the community, and

requires that there be effective mechanisms in place to deal with the threat
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of deception [15, 16]. Think about the various perils that you might confront

when you shop for a rare book on eBay. An otherwise honest dealer might

palter, accurately listing a book as “First edition,” but omitting the addition

detail that this particular volume was printed in such great quantities as to

render the first edition nearly worthless. In a more serious deception, an

unscrupulous antique dealer might exaggerate the condition or quality of a

rare book in order to generate a higher selling price.

These are examples of deception by society members. Both the dealer and

the potential buyer are the intended participants in the auction system; the

only problem is that the dealer has an incentive to deceive so as to increase

his profits. The eBay system deals with this threat in a number of ways: with

an extensive reputation system, with a suite of dispute resolution tools and

procedures, and with limited third-party guarantees over some transactions.

Compare this to deception by rogue outsiders, such as the “phishing”

schemes that Paul Thompson describes in detail later in this volume. For

example, a perpetrator might set up a fake website designed to look like

eBay, and send out emails to eBay users in an attempt to lure them to the

site where they may be tricked into entering credit card information or other

valuable data. In this case, the perpetrator is not an intended participant in

the interaction; eBay was not put into place so that con artists could phish for

credit card numbers. Thus the problem in this situation is that the con uses

deception to insert herself into the communication flow between the intended

parties. And eBay goes to extensive lengths to help users protect themselves

against this form of deception as well. To help users avoid phishing scams,

eBay provides a tutorial on these deceptive tactics and how to avoid falling
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prey to them [17]. Moreover, eBay communicates with users only through a

highly protected channel, its own site-internal message system, and never by

general email which can more easily be spoofed.

So that is eBay; numerous other internet communities and, more gener-

ally, human social institutions face similar problems. But what about bi-

ology? Where in non-human biological systems do these opportunities for

deceit arise, and what sorts of mechanisms have evolved to deter deception?

Deception by society members

The basic problem of honest communication is as follows.

Information asymmetry: A signaler has private informa-

tion that a signal receiver does not.

Gains to exchange: They could both gain if they could

honestly share this information.

Strategic conflict: The signaler and receiver have different

preferences with regard to the receiver’s actions — and thus

the signaler may have an incentive manipulate the receiver by

means of deception.

How can honest communication be ensured?

From the profusion of signals that saturates the living world, we can infer

that this problem is somehow resolved. Whether you are walking along rocky
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ocean shore, bicycling along a forest path, or simply soaking up the sunshine

in a mountain meadow, a huge fraction of your sensory experience comes

from stimuli that evolved precisely for the purpose of operating as signals.

Calls, patterns, colors, fragrances — these are just a few of the modalities

by which signals are sent and received.

In the early 1970’s, economist Michael Spence [18, 19] and biologist Amotz

Zahavi [20, 21] independently proposed what was essentially the same solu-

tion to this problem. Spence proposed his solution to explain how higher

education serves as a signal from employee to employer, and developed a

formal game-theoretical model in its support; for this work he shared a No-

bel prize with George Akerloff and Joseph Stiglitz. Zahavi proposed his

solution in an effort to understand why animals often produce extravagant

ornaments and displays, and his strictly verbal formulation was met skepti-

cally [22, 23, 24] until formalized mathematically many years later by other

researchers [25, 26, 27]. Before proceeding to a concrete example, let us

summarize the general solution.

Spence-Zahavi solution: If signals are costly and lying

costs more than honesty, everyone may do best by simply

telling the truth.

But why would this be? Why would lies be more costly than honest

signals? To answer this question, we turn to Zahavi’s paradigm case, the tail

of the peacock (Pavo cristatus)4.

In this example, the peacock is the signaler, and his perspective mate,

the peahen, is the signal receiver. The cock has private information about
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his own condition: he alone knows whether he is strong or weak, well-fed

or undernourished, healthy or parasite-ridden. The hen would benefit from

knowing this information, because she could then make a good choice as

to whether or not to accept the peacock as a mate. (We assume that she

benefits from choosing a high-quality male to father her offspring.) But the

cock may have an incentive to deceive her. If he is in poor condition, he

would do well to feign otherwise so as to avoid being rejected.

How can honest communication occur in this circumstance? The pea-

cock’s extravagant tail is the key. A weak or sickly male can scarely afford to

divert energetic resources from basic upkeep to the production of ornaments,

and moreover he would have a hard time escaping from a predator if his flight

were hindered by a long tail. A strong and healthy male, by contrast, can

readily afford the additional costs of producing bright colors and a long tail,

and moreover can usually escape a predator even when his flight is somewhat

restricted by the length of his tail.

Because only the high-quality males can afford bright colors and long

tails, peahens prefer mates with these characteristics. High quality males,

for their part, produce these bright colors and extravegent plumes to ensure

that they are chosen as mates by females. Low quality males cannot afford

to do so, and so they will produce duller colors and shorter tails. Perhaps

next year they will be stronger and able to be more ambitious with their

plumage.

This was a wonderful idea on Zahavi’s part, because it resolved two huge

puzzles in evolutionary biology, by showing that each puzzle was actually

the solution to the other. The puzzles are these: (1) Why are signals honest
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despite incentives to deceive? And (2) why are so many biological signals

extravagant if natural selection favors efficient use of resources?

But does Zahavi’s solution work? Game theoretic models indicate that

it does. To show why with full rigor, we need to deal simultaneously with

the signaling strategy of the signaler and the response strategy of the signal

receiver and show that each is a best response to the other; Bergstrom et

al. [28] provide a general methodology for doing so. Without going into

the mathematical complexities of that approach, we can still capture about

much of the intuition for why this mechanism works with a simple graphical

model, after refs. [25, 29]. Here we treat the receiver’s response to different

signals as fixed, and look at the properties of the optimal signaling strategy

for signalers, given these responses.

Figure 1 shows a hypothetic set of fitness costs and benefits for peacocks

playing the “mating game” described above. The dark concave-down curve

labeled fitness benefits indicates the advantage — in terms of mating success

— that accrues to a male as a function of the size of his tail. The lighter

concave-up curves illustrate the fitness costs — in terms of energy expendi-

ture, increased predation risk, etc. — of producing a tail, for peacocks of low,

medium, and high quality respectively. High quality peacocks can produce

larger tails more cheaply than can medium quality ones, who in turn can do

so more cheaply than low quality ones.

Each peacock does best to maximize his fitness, and thus to choose a tail

size that maximizes the difference between the fitness benefit received and

the fitness cost of producing it. The dashed lines indicate the optimal tail

sizes for the low, medium, and high quality peacocks; the dots indicate the
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Figure 1: Costly signaling, after Lachmann et al. 2001
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fitness costs incurred by these birds.

From this figure, we can see costly signaling in action. Even though

peacocks are free to “choose” the optimal tail length given their condition,

we see that here:

1. Signals are costly. Each cock incurs a non-zero fitness cost from

producing its showy tail, and

2. Signals are honest. Higher quality birds produce larger tails, and

the hen can thus infer quality from the size of the peacock’s tail.

We can view this diagram as an illustration of the mathematical vindi-

cation of Zahavi’s idea. Costly signals can provide a way of dealing with

deception in biological systems.

But this seems to be an extremely wasteful way of transmitting informa-

tion. Indeed, in some cases, costly signaling systems such as that above can

leave signaler and signal receiver worse off than if no signal were sent at all

[30]. Can there not be some way of sending honest signals at reduced cost?

To answer this question, we can take a cue from the house sparrow (Passer

domesticus). This species (and many related species, including the often-

studied Harris sparrow Zonotricia querula) signal dominance or fighting abil-

ity using relatively minor and inconspicuous variations in plumage, such as

variable throat bibs or forehead patches [31, 32, 33]. In the case of the house

sparrow, the signal is the size of the black throat-patch. The size of the

throat patch honestly signals fighting ability: birds with larger badges are

less likely to be challenged and more likely to win if challenged than birds

with smaller badges.
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Figure 2: Cost-free signaling, after Lachmann et al 2001.

In the sparrow’s case, in contrast to that of the peacock, the cost of

actually producing the signal is very low: it is only the negligible expense

of altering the shade of a few feathers. So what keeps this signaling system

honest? Why do the lower-status birds not produce a deceptively large throat

patch so as to feign dominance? The answer comes from the behavior of

the other individuals in the social environment. Sparrows that “cheat” by

exaggerating their own condition in their choice of badge are attacked and

punished by conspecifics [31, 34, 35].

Here we see a different kind of honest signaling. Producing the signal is

not costly in and of itself, but rather the costs only accrue through the actions
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of other birds that enforce the signaling conventions, attacking any bird that

produces too large a throat-patch for its status. When signal costs arise

from the punishing behavior of the signal receiver, signals can be entirely

free so long as they honest, and expensive only if deceptive [29]. Figure 2

provides a geometric representation of this type of honest signaling. Here

signals are honest just as in the peacock example of Figure 1, but now the

optimal choices of signal for each signaler, indicated by the shaded dots, are

not costly. This figure illustrates that what enforces signal honesty is not

the cost of signaling a particular quality, but rather the marginal cost of

signaling that quality. In other words, it is not the expense of honest signals

that enforces honesty, but rather the increase in expense that comes from

sending dishonest signals.

Why does the peacock get stuck having to construct and maintain an

elaborate and expensive tail in order to signal his quality, whereas the spar-

row can signal quality with a simple and inexpensive adjustment to throat

coloration? The difference is that in the peacock’s case, there is no ready

way for the signal receiver to verify the accuracy of the message. To figure

out whether or not the cock really had the good genes that he was advertis-

ing, a peahen has to mate with him, raise her offspring, count the survivors

among them, and do the necessary statistics to figure out whether her mate

has deceived her as to the quality of his genome. By then, of course, he is

long gone. In this system, there is no ready way for receivers to detect and

punish misleading signalers, and so the cost necessary for honesty must come

from signal production. The sparrow, on the other hand, can easily assess

the honesty of a throat badge signal. All it has to do is to provoke a fight
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with the signaler and see whether the signaler is indeed as tough as it has

indicated by its coloration. Here, since assessment is quick and easy, signal

costs can come from receiver behavior and need not be associated with signal

production [29].

As we move beyond the types of animal signals described above to more

complicated forms of communication such as combinatorial syntax and ref-

erential meaning that we see in human language, it becomes on one hand

impossible to stabilize honest signals by assigning appropriate production

costs to specific signals [29], and on the other hand a whole new suite of

extended possibilities for deceptive communication arise [14]. Costs associ-

ated with deception will almost always come from the responses of receivers.

Nonetheless, much of the basic logic illustrated in Figures 1 and 2 may con-

tinue to apply. For Homo economicus as well as Pavo cristatus, the choice of

whether to deceive or not comes down to cost-benefit analysis between the

expected benefits from sending a particular signal and the costs associated

with doing so. A signaler will advance his cause until the marginal cost of

pushing further exceeds the marginal benefit of doing so.

For human communication, much of this may be mediated through sys-

tems of reputation. If I lie to you, you may retaliate directly — but more

likely you will simply adjust your assessment of my character, trustworthi-

ness, and desirability as a partner be it in commerce, scholarship, or love.

While human communication may require something like reputations in or-

der to enforce honesty, human language also has the property of facilitating

social enforcement by reputations. With complex referential communica-

tion, I am able to share information about those who have wronged me, and
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gain information about others reputations even in the absence of first-hand

experience.

In this section, we have seen how biological systems facilitate honest com-

munication despite incentives to deceive. In short, the game-theoretic answer

to how one deals with deception is this: the structure of the communication

“game” must include the appropriate strategic incentives against dishonesty.

These incentives may take the form of signal costs, reputation effects, or any

of the other mechanisms — such as reciprocity, partner choice, and sanctions

— that bolster cooperation [36, 37]. The game theoretic study of signaling

draws its continued research interest from exploring at the myriad forms that

these incentives can take, and from studying the dynamical processes that

give rise to these forms. How can the appropriate incentives and disincentives

evolve by natural selection (in the case of animal signaling) or be constructed

by those designing institutions (in the case of many human communication

systems) to deal with deception?

And with talk of constructing the appropriate incentives, we come back

around to eBay. What eBay has done, and what allowed eBay to extend the

social and geographic range of trusted commerce, was to set up highly effi-

cient ways of distributing reputation information: a centralized, searchable

database for each participant listing the experiences of all others who have

previously dealt with that individual [15]. Compared to previous approaches

of inquiring about another’s character through one’s own social network, this

is a much more powerful way to get information about potential trade part-

ners and their likelihood of acting deceptively. And thus eBay was able to

capture the long tail of the market [38] without requiring the long tail of the
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peacock as collateral against deception.

Now let us return to biology and look at how biological systems avoid

deception by rogue outsiders. Thus far we have concentrated on an example

in which one bird signals to another bird. As we shift our focus to deception

by rogue outsiders, we will shift our attention from communication between

animals to communication among the cells within a single animal. We will

use the cells of the vertebrate adaptive immune systems as our paradigm

“society” and consider pathogens such as bacteria and viruses as the rogue

outsiders. In particular, we will look at the way in which immune cells, in

their communications with one another, avoid being deceived by pathogens

that may attempt to interfere.

In our discussion of signaling among intended participants, we have been

able to lay out a clean and hopefully clear picture of the strategic conflicts

that arise and how they can be resolved. This is in large part because the

theory treated above is grounded upon a well-developed foundation of simple

game-theoretic models that highlight the important aspects of the problem

while abstracting away unnecessary details. The study of subversion by rogue

outsiders has not yet reached this point; researchers have yet to identify the

clear, simple models that capture the essence of the problem but include

nothing more. In part, this is because the problem of deception by rogue

outsiders has received less attention in the theoretical behavioral ecology

and game theory literatures to date. In part, it is due to the difficulty in

circumscribing the range of possible deceptions that an outsider can employ.

As a result, the following section is somewhat more speculative and open-

ended than was the preceding one. This is exciting: the discussion in the
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next section describes an area that is ripe for future theoretical development.

Subversion by rogue outsiders

Think about the staggering challenge that our immune system faces in doing

its job. To function properly, our immune system needs to be able to acquire

information about what is self and non-self. It must continually scan the

cells of the body for any sign of non-self. It has to process this information

to mount appropriate responses. It must coordinate those responses among

the millions of cells involved. And ideally, it should store this information as

immune memory for subsequent use.

In doing all of these things, our immune system has to be extremely

sensitive to detect rapidly-reproducing pathogens early on in an infection.

It has to identify the proverbial needle of a non-self protein (e.g., one pro-

duced by a virus) among a haystack of self proteins within any individual

cell. It must be incredibly broad so as to recognize and respond to any of

practically countless variety of pathogens that could arise over evolutionary

time. And yet every individual immune response must very narrowly target

the pathogen or pathogen-infected cells, without attacking other parts of the

body. Finally, our immune systems must have a very low rates of type-1

error (false positives), because any such mistake can trigger a potentially

disastrous auto-immune reaction.

The inevitable tradeoffs between these requirements pose a control-theorist’s

nightmare, but this is only the beginning. To make matters immeasurably

worse, pathogens typically replicate within the body of the host, and thus
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have ample opportunity to subvert immune function by sabotage or sub-

terfuge [39, 40]. For example, pox viruses such as chickenpox and smallpox

have evolved not so much to avoid detection by the immune system, but

rather to confuse the immune system and render it impotent [41]. Among

other stratigems, they target the chemokine signaling molecules that the

immune system uses to regulate and coordinate its responses. Pox viruses

interfere with the chemokine signalling system in almost every imaginable

way. They sabotage some chemokine signals by producing enzymes that de-

grade the signal molecules. They spoof other chemokine signals by producing

false signal proteins that stimulate chemokine receptors. And they tamper

with gene expression on the part of the host organism, altering chemokine

signal production in that way. Pox viruses also sabotage the receptors, both

by attacking them directly and by producing decoy chemokine receptors that

attract the host’s chemokine signal molecules and prevent those signals from

reaching their true targets.5

Due to the threat of this kind of deception, immune systems have to be

robust not only to noise, but also to targeted misinformation and other forms

of deceptive signals or information attacks: they have to be strategically ro-

bust. Another computer analogy can help to elaborate upon this distinction

between robustness and strategic robustness. When constructing a mission-

critical computer system, the engineers need to build in sufficient robustness

to noise and accidental component failure that the system will function de-

spite occasional power spikes and electrical interfence. They need to make

sure that it will keep working across a range of temperatures, and even when

a few resistors burn out or when one of the memory chips fails. Designing
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a strategically robust system is an even greater challenge; here one has to

construct a computer system that will continue to function even if an expert

technician with access to the inner workings of the machine tries jam it with

targeted electrical interference or sabotage it with malicious software or by

removing key physical components.

How can immune systems meet this challenge? How can they carry

out the coordination and communication necessary to respond specificity,

breadth, precision, and accuracy, while simultaneously remaining robust to

deceptive signals from pathogens? As immunologists come to an increasingly

refined understanding of the intricate molecular biology of immune learning,

recognition, signaling, regulation, and memory, they are starting to uncover

the answers to this question. And by comparing the tricks and tactics that

the vertebrate adaptive immune system uses to avoid internal deception with

the tactics used by other immune systems, evolutionary biologists can un-

cover general themes in the way that biological systems evolve to deal with

deception from within.6

This type of study is still in its early stages in biology; we do not yet have a

detailed theory of systems evolve to avoid internal deception and subversion.

But to illustrate the sorts of insights that biology does offer, in the paragraphs

that follow we will briefly describe just a few of the common mechanisms

of avoiding internal deception and subversion, with examples drawn from

the vertebrate adaptive immune system. A more detailed discussion and

examples from other immune systems is provided in Bergstrom and Antia’s

2006 paper [42].

Redundancy. One of the most straightforward mechanisms for ensuring
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that a system continues to function smoothly despite noise, component fail-

ure, or sabotage and deception is to use multiple, redundant pathways to

carry out the desired functions. For example, if one needs to ensure an un-

interrupted source of power, it is very useful to have one or more backup

generators in place in case something happens to the primary power source.

If a system has k redundant pathways and any single pathway fails with

probability p, the chance of all pathways failing — and thus the system as

a whole failing — is the much smaller value pk. We see this strategy of re-

dundant pathways in the vertebrate adaptive immune system, which deploys

multiple branches, including non-specific and other forms of innate immunity,

cell-mediated immunity (killer T-cells), and humoral immunity (the antibody

response) in its efforts to guard against invading pathogens. If one branch is

shut down by sabotage or deception, the other branches remain and may well

be sufficient to eliminate the threat. Having multiple redundant defenses also

makes it harder for a pathogen to evolve ways around an immune system.

Even if the pathogen manages to deceive one branch of the immune system,

the others can eliminate it — and thus a pathogen gets little if any fitness

benefit from outfoxing a single one of the immune pathways.

Distributed control. In systems where internal deception is not a concern,

one the most effective ways to achieve coordination among multiple dispersed

components is to have a central controller that instructs the many compo-

nents of the system via broadcast signals. In living systems, we see precisely

this approach in endocrine (hormonal) regulation. For example, the pituitary

gland is a central controller that regulates numerous metabolic, developmen-

tal, and reproductive processes by emitting a suite of hormone signals that
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control the behavior of numerous organs and tissues. But systems that are

regulated by a central controller can be highly vulnerable to deception. If

some antagonistic agent (e.g. a pathogen) take over the central controller to

alter the nature and timing of signals, or even spoofs the broadcast signals,

it can deceive the dispersed components that receive these signals, and alter

the behavior of the entire system for its own purposes.

By way of analogy, suppose I want to coordinate the actions of a set of

colleagues so that everyone submits a paper on the same day. One way to

do this is to give each a small radio, and to broadcast a message “submit

now!” at the appropriate time. But this method is vulnerable to subversion:

someone could steal my transmitter, or spoof my message, and thereby alter

the behavior of all of my colleagues in any way that she desired. If subver-

sion is a concern, a safer alternative would be give each of my colleagues a

wristwatch with a calendar, and let them check their own watches and then

act at some prearranged time, e.g. noon on January 1st. Once a plan of this

sort is put into place, there is no central target for an antagonistic agent and

no single broadcast signal that the agent can spoof to take over control of

the individuals’ actions. To change the behavior of the group, the saboteur

would have to access and alter each and every wristwatch.

The vertebrate immune system, which functions to eliminate pathogen

threats and thus is a natural target for disruption and deception by pathogens,

makes scant use of central control and broadcast signals. Instead we see an

extensive reliance on distributed processing. Decisions and commands are

“pushed to the periphery”: sensing and control occurs over small local scales

via signaling among the individuals components — immune cells — circulat-
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ing throughout the body. While the immune system has multiple mechanisms

for turning off immune reactions that are directed toward the self or that are

uneffective, these are highly local in operation. There is no command center

that a pathogen can take over or spoof in order to cancel an immune reaction

with one simple signal. We see a similar logic of control in the intracellular

immune system of RNA interference [42].

Commitment instead of feedback control. One of the foundations of

control system design is the use of feedback or “closed-loop” control. A feed-

back controller measures the output or progress of a system, compares this

output with the desired trajectory, and adjusts its input accordingly [43].

Feedback controllers allow systems to function effectively across a range of

conditions, stabilize otherwise unstable dynamical processes, and facilitate

closer tracking of the desired trajectory. Relative to open-loop control, in

which there is no mechanism for monitoring a system’s progress and respond-

ing accordingly, closed loop control is a highly efficient way to regulate and

coordinate behavior. Thus it is little surprise that feedback control is widely

used in biological systems from adjusting the circadian clock to the control

of metabolism, from cell signaling to hormonal regulation, from bacterial

navigation to DNA replication to limb development [44].

But feedback control is risky in the face of potential internal deception.

Implicit in the idea of feedback control is that the system responds to certain

kinds of stimuli — and where these stimuli can be faked, the system can be

coopted. In other words, when one cannot trust the controller, or one cannot

trust one’s measurements of a system’s progress, feedback control can be

dangerous.
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Thus perhaps it is unsurprising that the vertebrate adaptive immune

system omits feedback control in some of its regulatory machineries. In one

of the most striking examples, recent experiments and mathematical models

[45, 46] indicate that the growing populations of CD8 T-cells that deal with

viral infections do not to monitor the current density of pathogens within the

body, contrary to the common belief. Indeed, the population of CD8 cells

targeting a specific pathogen often continues to grow long after that pathogen

is cleared by the immune system or by artificial means. Rather than relying

on feedback control, CD8 cell lines appear to commit early the course of an

infection to a “programmed” period of expansion that cannot be halted even

if the pathogen disappears entirely. This makes sense; early in the course

of an infection, a pathogen is at low density and is less likely to be able to

tamper with immune sensing and signaling. Thus the cells of the immune

system commit to a plan of action at this point, and despite some inefficiency

from foregoing feedback control, they do not adjust this plan later, when the

pathogen could potentially be at higher density and better able to tamper

with immune regulation.

Cross-validation. Another way to avoid being tricked by subversive signals

from rogue outsiders is to make sure that no single signal is sufficient to

initiate a potentially dangerous course of action. If I want to make sure that

I am not fooled into doing something by a single charlatan, I may require not

only a primary message from a primary signaler, but also a set of supporting

messages from other individuals. While closely related to the concept of

redundancy, in which multiple independent systems to back one another up

in case one is subverted, cross-validation features a single system that requires
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multiple inputs from varied sources before taking action.

For example, if an immune response could be cancelled by a single chemokine

signal, the system would be highly vulnerable to deception by false chemokines

of the sort that the pox viruses commonly produce. But if it takes several

different signals of several different chemical classes to down-regulate an im-

mune response, deception is less likely. If these multiple requisite signals are

interrelated in complex ways (e.g., if one serves as as a checksum for the oth-

ers), deception by spoofing is even harder. For these reasons, it seems likely

that cross-validation will be important in the structure of immune signaling

systems.

The field of immunology, with its endless roster of cell types and signals,

receptors and modulators, with its hopelessly entangled pathways of com-

munication and regulation, is among all of the biological sciences perhaps

the most notoriously hard to learn. One might conjecture, not entirely in

jest, that this is no accident. Perhaps it has evolved to be so. The same

cascades of complexity that stymie legions of medical students and fascinate

generations of researchers may have evolved precisely because what students

and researchers can learn quickly, pathogens can learn as well through the

action of natural selection on trillions of virus particles reproducing many

times a day within each of billions of host individuals over the time span of

millions of years.

In this section, we have considered how one particular biological sys-

tem, the vertebrate immune system, carries out the extensive information-

gathering and signaling that it requires despite the threat of deception by

rapidly evolving pathogens. The structures of other immune systems offer
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comparable lessons [42]. To prevent deception by rogue outsiders, it is not

sufficient to evolve or impose strategic incentives on the intender signaler;

the intended signaler is not the one who is potentially causing the trouble.

Rather, there can be an unending line of additional individuals trying to find

ways in to exploit the system and they must be deterred as well. Perhaps

there are no hard and fast rules about how to do this, but in examining

the structure and control logic of immune systems, we do see repeated use

of a few key design principles, including redundancy, distributed control,

commitment, and cross-validation.

Society requires coordination and communication, which in turn requires

honest communication among the participants in a social group. Therefore,

to facilitate any sort of social structure and interaction, there has to be some

way to deal with the threat of deception. Natural selection has been grappling

with this problem for several billion years, innovating, testing approach after

approach, solution after solution in the crucible of biological competition.

Perhaps as we seek ways to deal with deception in our own societies, in our

institutions, in our own communication systems, we can learn from what

natural selection has devised, much as we have benefited from biologically

inspired design in so many other areas of engineering.
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Notes

1“Oh what a tangled web we weave, When first we practise to deceive!” Sir Walter

Scott, Marmion, Canto vi. Stanza 17.

2Letter: Thomas Jefferson to Isaac McPherson. 13 August, 1813, Pp. 333–334 in The

Writings of Thomas Jefferson, vol. 13. 1903: Thomas Jefferson Memorial Association of

the United States.

3The term “legitimate participants” is a shorthand for describing those individuals

whose historical participation in the interaction was causally responsible for the emergence

of the signaling system in the first place.

4 Zahavi’s original formulation of the handicap principle differs from its modern in-

terpretation; we will follow the modern view here. The difference is this: in his original

papers on the handicap principle, Zahavi viewed handicaps as credible because they cause

natural selection to “screen” signallers more intensely. Carrying a handicap - and surviv-

ing nonetheless - serves as a statistical signal of strength. When biologists think about

costly signals today, they typically assume instead that signaller makes a strategic choice

of how large of a handicap to produce, taking into account both the cost of doing so, and

the benefit that will come from the response of the signal receiver. This choice need not

be a conscious decision or calculation on the part of the signaller; it can be a decision rule

that is encoded by the genes and tuned through the action of natural selection. Relative

to weak individuals, strong individuals can bear greater handicaps at lower costs, and so

they will choose to produce larger ornaments. As a result, handicap size serves as a reliable

signal of strength - and thus the receivers’ preference for large handicaps is justified.

5Not only do viruses practice trickery by spoofing immune signals and fashioning decoy

signal receptors, but their very ability to do so as also been acquired by a sort of trickery.

In many cases, the genes that the virus uses to tamper with a host’s immune system have

been stolen from the host species’ genome at some earlier point in the virus’s evolutionary

history. By virtue of replicating within host cells using the host’s genetic machinery, viruses

have “access” to the full genomes of the host and can incorporate modified versions of host

genes into their own viral genomes.

6The familiar vertebrate adaptive immune system is only one of many immune systems
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that has evolved in the biological world. For example, bacteria rely on simple immune-

like pathways known as restriction-modification systems to detect and destroy viral DNA.

Many eukaryotes from yeast to plants to insects use RNA interference (RNAi) as a form

of intracellular immune response against viral infection. Plants and animals have evolved

diverse and extensive mechanisms of innate immunity. Some immune systems even operate

at the colony level: in addition to their individual immune systems, social insects use smell

to distinguish between members of the colony and potentially dangerous outsiders.
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